It was previously argued that generalized uncertainty principle (GUP) with a positive parameter removes the Chandrasekhar limit. One way to restore the limit is by taking the GUP parameter to be negative. In this work we discuss an alternative method that achieves the same effect: by including a cosmological constant term in the GUP (known as "extended GUP" in the literature). We show that an arbitrarily small but nonzero cosmological constant can restore the Chandrasekhar limit. We also remark that if the extended GUP is correct, then the existence of white dwarfs gives an upper bound for the cosmological constant, which -while still large compared to observation -is many orders of magnitude smaller than the natural scale.
It was previously argued that generalized uncertainty principle (GUP) with a positive parameter removes the Chandrasekhar limit. One way to restore the limit is by taking the GUP parameter to be negative. In this work we discuss an alternative method that achieves the same effect: by including a cosmological constant term in the GUP (known as "extended GUP" in the literature). We show that an arbitrarily small but nonzero cosmological constant can restore the Chandrasekhar limit. We also remark that if the extended GUP is correct, then the existence of white dwarfs gives an upper bound for the cosmological constant, which -while still large compared to observation -is many orders of magnitude smaller than the natural scale.
I. GENERALIZED UNCERTAINTY PRINCIPLE AND WHITE DWARFS
The generalized uncertainty principle (GUP) is a quantum gravity inspired correction to the Heisenberg's uncertainty principle, which reads (in the simplest form)
where L p denotes the Planck length, and α is the GUP parameter typically taken as an O(1) positive number in theoretical calculations, i.e. one expects that the GUP correction becomes important at the Planck scale. GUP is largely heuristically "derived" from Gedankenexperiments under a specific quantum gravity theory (such as string theory [1] [2] [3] [4] ), or general considerations of gravitational correction to quantum mechanics [5] [6] [7] [8] . GUP is useful as a phenomenological approach to study quantum gravitational effects. From phenomenological point of view, the GUP parameter can be treated as a free parameter a priori, which can be constrained from experiments [9] [10] [11] [12] ; α as large as 10 34 is consistent with the Standard Model of particle physics up to 100 GeV [9] , while a tunneling current measurement gives α 10 21 [13] . See also [14, 15] .
Surprisingly, GUP has a rather drastic effect on white dwarfs. This is somewhat of a surprise, since we do not usually expect GUP corretion to be important for scale much above the Planck scale. A standard -though handwavy -method to obtain the behavior of degenerative matter is to consider the uncertainty principle ∆x∆p ∼ , and then take ∆x ∼ n −1/3 , where n is the number density n = N/V = M/(m e V ) of the white dwarf (here modeled as a pure electron star), where V is its volume, and m e the electron mass. Then, the total kinetic energy in the Electronic address: ycong@yzu.edu.cn non-relativistic case is
where R is the radius of the star. Equating this with the magnitude of the gravitational binding energy |E g | ∼ GM 2 /R, one obtains the radius as a function of the mass:
Thus the more massive a white dwarf is, the smaller it becomes. A similar derivation using the relativistic kinetic energy, and assuming that the momentum dominates over the rest mass of the electrons, allows one to obtain the Chandrasekhar limit up to a constant overall factor (see [16] for details). That is, the ultra-relativistic curve is a line given by M = M Ch , where M Ch is the Chandrasekhar mass,
If GUP is used in place of the standard uncertainty principle, then one finds a surprising and disturbing result: the Chandrasekhar limit disappears. More specifically, for the non-relativistic curve, it no longer goes like R ∼ M −1/3 for large values of the mass, instead R eventually grows with M . The ultra-relativistic curve does not yield the Chandrasekhar limit: while the curve R(M ) tends to the original line M = M Ch as M → M + Ch , it is no longer bounded above when M increases. This means that white dwarfs can in principle gets arbitrarily large (for any M , there exists a nonzero R that satisfies the equilibrium equation between degenerate pressure and gravity; this is true for non-relativistic case too), consistent with the previous results obtained in [17] using a more rigorous method (see also [18] [19] [20] ). In Fig.(1) , we show the generic behavior of the ultra-relativistic white dwarf radius-mass relation, in the Planck units, i.e. G = c = = 1 (and so m e = 4.1854 × 10 −23 ).
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The mass-radius relationship of an ultra-relativistic white dwarf with GUP correction. Without GUP correction, it is simply the Chandrasekhar limit shown by the vertical dotted line. However, if α > 0, the curve deviates away from the vertical line can eventually "bounce" and grow unbounded in size. Here we have set G = c = = 1.
We have furthermore set α = 1 in this example.
Here we summarize the main issues and caveats discussed in [16] : we find the absence of a Chandrasekhar limit disconcerting, since it seems that an arbitrarily small GUP parameter α can give rise to a huge effect in white dwarfs. Astrophysical observations have indicated that white dwarfs in fact do obey the Chandrasekhar limit (so-called "super-Chandrasekhar" white dwarfs are also of O(M Ch )). There are other possible explanations as to why despite allowed by the GUP, huge white dwarfs (one might call them "white giants") are nevertheless absent, notably the interior structures of white dwarfs might have other effects that dominate over that of GUP. Furthermore, one has to be more careful about the R-M diagram, since the "bounce" and "growth" part of the curve might be under the line R = 2GM/c 2 (i.e. smaller than the Schwarzschild radius) for sufficiently small value of α, indicating that these parts are irrelevant since black holes already formed. However, as mentioned in [16] , whether this happens would require a more detailed study involving a GUP-corrected fully general relativistic description of the white dwarfs to be consistent. In addition, in view of how surprising GUP correction could be, we do not have full confidence that black hole formation criterion is also not modified. Therefore we reserve this possible resolution for future work 1 . In any case, our present proposal is more straightforward, in the sense that the Chandrasekhar limit is restored explicitly.
In [16] , a simple resolution was suggested: take the GUP parameter α to be negative. Such a choice seems rather odd at first glance -uncertainty reduces as one approaches the Planck scale, so physics becomes more classical -but is nevertheless in agreement with some models of quantum gravity [21, 22] . In this work we propose another possible resolution, which allows α to be positive, by taking into consideration the inclusion of a nonzero cosmological constant in the GUP (hereinafter, extended generalized uncertainty principle, or "EGUP"). We further show that the Chandrasekhar limit is protected by an arbitrarily small positive cosmological constant. This is satisfactory since our actual Universe is best described by the concordance ΛCDM model with exactly such a cosmological constant. As a bonus, this approach yields an upper bound for the cosmological constant, which although is still many order of magnitude higher than the observed value, is considerably smaller than the "natural" value from quantum field theoretic estimate.
II. THE EXTENDED GENERALIZED UNCERTAINTY PRINCIPLE
To best way to understand EGUP is to start from Hawking temperature of a black hole. In the case of asymptotically flat Schwarzschild black hole, there is a heuristic way to derive the Hawking temperature up to a constant factor: consider the uncertainty in the position of the Hawking particle being emitted around the black hole, ∆x ∼ GM/c 2 . The Heisenberg's uncertainty principle gives ∆p ∼ /∆x = c 2 /GM , then one relates the temperature to momentum via E = pc = k B T . One thus obtains the Hawking temperature T ∼ c 3 /k B GM [23] . The GUP correction leads to a modification to Hawking temperature, which is derived by repeating the calculation with GUP in place of Heisenberg's uncertainty principle [23] . However, one notes that the above mentioned heuristic approach to derive the standard Schwarzschild black hole temperature does not extend straightforwardly to other more complicated black hole spacetimes. In particular, it does not work for Schwarzschild-de Sitter (dS) or Schwarzschild anti-de Sitter (AdS) black holes, which have in addition to the mass, a length scale L, associated with the cosmological constant via the relation Λ = ±3/L 2 in 4-dimensions.
It was proposed in [24] that Heisenberg's uncertainty principle can be modified to include the cosmological constant term, to the form called "extended uncertainty principle" (EUP),
so that the heuristic method can be applied, mutatis mutandis, to derive the correct black hole temperature (up to a constant). To achieve this, the parameter β has to be chosen as ±3, for AdS and dS, respectively. So unlike α, the value of β is known from theoretical consideration. Although one can consider freeing up β to be arbitrary to explore the parameter space, in this work we fix it to be −3 for dS space. In the limit Λ → 0, or equivalently L → ∞, we recover the asymptotically flat result. In this work, in view of our interest concerning white dwarfs in the actual Universe, we shall focus on positive cosmological constant only 2 . Having obtained the EUP, one could then consider the correction term from quantum gravitational effect and therefore ends up with the EGUP
The motivation to extend the uncertainty principle in the aforementioned manner is somewhat unconvincing -it makes the assumption that the heuristic method is applicable to Schwarzschild-(A)dS black hole, and then deduce the form of the uncertainty principle that is required to make this works. May one be carrying the heuristic method too far? There are other "derivations", such as considerations of the symmetry of phase space [26] , gedanken experiment on measurement taken in background with nonzero cosmological constant [26] , as well as heuristic derivation using quantum mechanics formulated in de Sitter and anti-de Sitter space [27, 28] . (Note, however, that the sign of β is argued to be the other way round in [26] .) An attempt to rigorously derive the EUP can be found in [29] . In this work we will take EGUP as given, and explore its consequences to white dwarfs.
One might object that the uncertainty principle is fundamental and should not be modified depending on background spacetime. However, mathematically, the uncertainty principle concerns Fourier transforms of functions, which is nontrivial on curved manifolds. From the mathematical perspective, we should expect some kind of modification to the uncertainty principle due to spacetime curvature (see, e.g., [30, 31] ). Since curvature, being a geometric quantity, cannot be transformed away via a coordinate change even at a point, being locally Minkowski does not get rid of the correction term, though it could be miniscule. EUP is therefore not without a basis.
III. HOW COSMOLOGICAL CONSTANT PROTECTS CHANDRASEKHAR LIMIT
Since the approach is rather qualitative, we dropped the factor of 1/2 for convenience in Eq.(6) and consider instead
2 It is conceivably possible that fundamentally the cosmological constant in our Universe is negative, with the current accelerating expansion caused by other field, such as the quintessence [25] . However, the effective cosmological constant is still positive.
which yields
Following the method in [16] summarized in Sec.(I), we found that, for the non-relativistic case, EGUP-corrected white dwarfs satisfy
e R 2   .
(9) The minus sign in front of the square root sign is fixed by requiring that in the large L and small α limit, we recover the standard Heisenberg's uncertainty principle [16] . In this work we will not show the plot for this case because it turns out to be essentially indistinguishable from the β = 0 case when L is large. With the value of L corresponds to the cosmological constant in our Universe (see below), the curve turns over at around M ∼ 5 × 10 79 , which is way above the Chandrasekhar limit (which is restored, as shown below), and thus this turn-over is irrelevant.
For the ultra-relativistic case, again following [16] , we obtained
(10) From now onwards, we set G = c = = 1. There are two solutions to Eq.(10):
where
To check whether there is a Chandrasekhar limit, it suffices to plot the functions R 1,2 (M ), which is shown in Fig.(2) and Fig.(3) . For the plots, we set β = −3 and L = 7.31926×10 60 . The value of L follows from solving 3/L 2 = Λ, taking the "observed" Λ = 5.6 × 10 −122 in the Planck units. We also take α = ±1.
One observes that whether the GUP parameter α is negative or positive essentially does not affect the results. This is because in Eq.(12), the coefficient for the terms (in the given order) are respectively, of the order 10 183 , 10 63 , 10 213 , 10 243 . Thus, the coefficient of the term that contains α is very small compared to the rest. Numerically the sign of α, for α not too large, is therefore not important. Both the curves R 1 (M ) and R 2 (M ) are bounded by M = M Ch , so no white dwarfs above the Chandrasekhar limit can exist. R 2 (M ) behaves drastically different from R 1 (M ), this means that one could in principle check which solution is physical by comparing with observations, by looking at the masses of ultra-relativistic low mass white dwarfs.
It does seem that R 1 (M ) is more physical since it is a "small deviation" from the α = β = 0 case. In contrast, R 2 (M ) develops a high peak for nonzero values of α and β (< 0), no matter how small, but R 2 (M ) ≡ 0 if α = 0, so the limit is not smooth. On this ground one might argue that R 2 is a spurious, unphysical, solution. Note anyway that R 2 (M Ch ) = (1/3)(3
, which is a huge number, despite it seems to go to zero in Fig.(3) , due to the scale involved. What happens is that the curve terminates at M = M Ch .
FIG. 2:
The mass-radius relationship of an ultra-relativistic white dwarf with EGUP correction, R1(M ). Without EGUP correction, it is simply the vertical Chandrasekhar limit. The effect of EGUP is to cause sufficiently small white dwarfs to deviate away from the Chandrasekhar limit, but note that no star can exist above the limit. Red curve and blue curve correspond to α = 1 and α = −1 respectively, they pretty much coincide with each other. Varying the magnitude of α up to 10 11 does not change the result by much.
To prove that neither R 1 nor R 2 can exceed the Chandrasekhar limit, we first note that 3 F 0. Since the denominator of R 1,2 (M ) is negative (∵ β = −3), in order for R 1 (M ) to be real, one must have the numerator to be negative as well. This implies that M by the "AM-GM" inequality.
FIG. 3:
The mass-radius relationship of an ultra-relativistic white dwarf with EGUP correction, R2(M ). The cyan curve and magenta curve correspond to α = 1 and α = −1 respectively, but just like for R1(M ), the curves essentially coincide. The curves have a different shape compared to R1(M ), but they are nevertheless bounded by the Chandrasekhar limit. Despite appearance due to the scale involved, the curves do not tend to zero as M → M − Ch , but rather terminate on M = M Ch with a finite value. These solutions are likely to be unphysical, see text for discussions. We include them here for completeness.
limit. However, the fact that L is finite is essential for this to work, since otherwise R 1,2 (M ) → 0 in the limit L → ∞ for fixed β = 0. In fact, we have seen that having GUP-correction only will remove the Chandrasekhar limit. The case for R 2 (M ) can be similarly argued.
Finally, we remark on the bound of the cosmological constant. For white dwarfs to exist, we see from Eq. (9) and Eq.(10) that we need to impose Λ < M 
where in the second inequality, we bound the white dwarf size by the crude estimate R ∼ M , as indicated by observations 4 , and then using the solar mass as an estimate, M ∼ 10 38 (the electron mass is m e ∼ 10 −23 ). The cosmological constant Λ is therefore much smaller than the "natural" inverse Planck length squared (=1 in Planck unit that we employed).
Therefore if we accept EGUP as a correct description of Nature, then the existence of white dwarfs in the Universe is consistent with -in fact it requires -a small cosmological constant, although the bound is still large compared to the observed magnitude of 10 −122 . (We assumed the white dwarf to be a pure electron star, but the order of magnitude estimate will not change by much in a realistic white dwarf.)
IV. CONCLUSION
It was previously found in the literature that GUP with positive parameter α (representing an additional uncertainty due to quantum gravity correction) has the unfortunate effect of removing the Chandrasekar limit, and therefore seemingly suggests that white dwarfs can be arbitrarily large. Other effects such as black hole formation and realistic astrophysics of stellar structures could prevent this from actually happening. However, it would be more satisfactory to restore the Chandrasekhar limit within GUP physics. One way to achieve this is by taking α to be negative, as discussed in [16] .
In this work, we show that by considering the socalled extended GUP, an inclusion of an arbitrarily small but nonzero cosmological constant protects the Chandrasekhar limit. This is satisfying since our Universe is undergoing an accelerated expansion, with Λ > 0 being the simplest underlying explanation [32] . Due to the smallness of the cosmological constant, both signs of α are allowed in this approach. It is interesting that GUP removes the Chandrasekhar limit no matter how small α is, while EGUP restores the limit no matter how small Λ is.
Finally, we argue that the existence of white dwarfs in our Universe puts an upper bound on the value of Λ, which we estimated to be 10 −36 . The bound is not sharp, and still far larger than the observed value of 10 −122 , but it is some 86 order of magnitude improvement compared to the "natural" scale of Λ expected from quantum field theory. Nevertheless, this improved bound does not explain the origin of the cosmological constant, nor does it explain why the actual observed value is so small [33] , but perhaps it could offer a piece of the puzzle to solve these problems in the future.
"Its smallness is not petty; on the contrary, it is profound." -Jan Morris
